TEN POINT PLAN
TO SAVE OUR WORLD
Concepts & Actions

“Heathens do not beg their God for help.
We Honour God with our actions”

Monday, October 7, 13

TRUE COST ECONOMY
1) Start the true cost economy, where products and services are examined for their True
Cost to, and impact on, the environment(water, air), human health etc. Strictly regulate
and then ban within 3 years environmentally hazardous products and services. Eventually
moving to environmentally neutral, totally recyclable, or biodegradable products only.
Create an Eco-Net/wildlife corridor through heavily populated areas, replant indigenous
flora and clean up toxic sites. Ban all plastics and chemicals made from petroleum.
True Cost Manifesto: We, the Undersigned, make this accusation: that you, the teachers of neoclassical economics and the students that you graduate, have
perpetuated a gigantic fraud upon the world.You claim to work in a pure science of formula and law, but yours is a social science, with all the fragility and uncertainty that this entails. We accuse you
of pretending to be what you are not. You hide in your offices, protected by your mathematical jargon, while in the real world, forests vanish, species perish and human lives are callously destroyed. We
accuse you of gross negligence in the management of our planetary household. You have known since its inception that one of your measures of economic progress, the Gross Domestic Product, is
fundamentally flawed and incomplete, and yet you have allowed it to become a global standard, reported day in day out in every form of media. We accuse you of recklessly projecting an illusion of
progress. You have done great harm, but your time is coming to its close. Your systems are crumbling, your flaws increasingly laid bare. An economic revolution has begun, as hopeful and determined as
any in history. We will have our clash of economic paradigms, we will have our moment of truth, and out of each will come a new economics – open, holistic, human-scale.On campus after campus, we

we will begin the work of reprogramming your
doomsday machine. ~Adbusters Magazine
will chase you old goats out of power. Then, in the months and years that follow,
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FINANCIAL DEMOCRACY

2) End the international federal reserve banking system immediately and do away with all
countries’ foreign debt. All countries become or remain finically completely autonomous
and sovereign and print their own money, each country must nationalize and heavily
regulate the banks and finance industries operating in their country and follow the cooperative banking model. They must offer low interest rates with extremely low lending
rates, operating more as a service then a profit driven system. Stop all currency wars.

NO need for austerity, just more DEMOCRACY!
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STOP CORPORATIZATION
3) Tax all corporations (especially banks) at a high rate (60-70%) and only allow them to operate
for 40 years max. If there profits exceeds a set limit/set amount before that time, they must be
broken up into smaller entities before the 40 years are up, broken into smaller, autonomous
companies with different shareholders, board of directors, CEO, CFO etc. Again, corporations can
only operate for 40 years max. Repeal the citizens United ruling. Corporations are not people,
obviously. Stop all corporatization of government and nonprofits. Cut all corporate money out of
politics and do not allow nonprofits to benefit their corporate sponsors in anyway. Make laws to
stop people from going back and forth between the public and private sectors, especially if they are
found to be altering laws that put corporate interests over the publics interests, or make it easier for
corporations to degrade our environment. We must STOP corporatization of our governments,
universities, nonprofits, food system, natural resources or natural capital, once and for all.
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REPATRIATION

4) Confiscate, collect and repatriate all private and corporate cash, gold, silver etc. from
all offshore or foreign tax haven accounts and put it directly into the government coffers
to fund social programs. Stop all currency wars.
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DISSOLVE INCOME TAX

5) Drop the personal income tax yearly, over 10-15 years, until it is gone
forever. Raise corporate taxes (60-70%) simultaneously to offset. Tax unhealthy
foods at a much higher rate then healthful foods. Put a high tax as well on
alcohol and cigarettes. Again, to help offset the dissolving of the personal
income tax.
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GROW AND MANUFACTURE LOCALLY

6) Stop or ban the importing of essentials and start responsible local manufacturing. Try
to produce everything that was once imported domestically within 10 years. Especially
food. Find local alternatives for foreign products that cannot be produced locally.
Subsidize small, local, organic farmers and ban factory farms, massive producers and
foreign importers.
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GREEN ENERGY PARADIGM

7) Phase out(decreasing yearly by 10-20% gone within 10 years) nuclear, coal and natural/propane gas
power and petroleum fuels and products and cut all subsidies and tax breaks immediately. Simultaneously
subsidize and rapidly introducing geothermal, offshore wind, methane gas from human & animal waste,
solar, tidal, kinetic energy/power production from numerous sources. Increase energy efficiency through
green technology and incentives for energy conservation. Then move even further by decentralizing the
energy sector completely by moving all homes, offices etc… off the grid and make them totally self
contained and self sustaining, free and independent, eco-structures. Use regional solutions like getting toilet
water from roof rain collection, personal solar and small windmills etc. Use local building materials ie:
rammed earth construction, stone, wood, hemp… etc. Move the remaining telephone & power cables
underground.
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GROW HEMP AND BAN GMO’S

8) Stop the nano-tech hazardous micro particles and bio-tech industries patenting of our
seeds/food. Make it illegal AGAIN to patent life of any type or form. Ban genetic
engineering completely and start to clear the remaining gmo organisms from the
environment. While making hemp and other useful and natural plants legal to grow again.
Find indigenous plants and heirloom plant alternatives. Increase food plant biodiversity.
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SOCIAL PROGRAMS=BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS
9) STOP all privatization of social services and public trusts. Start up a free mental and
physical national healthcare system, dentistry, old age care system, daycares… as well as,
schools including university and colleges, fire departments… etc. Service, care and health
for the many over profit for a few. All essential services will be considered basic human
rights.

?
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SAVE MONEY BY WAGING
PEACE NOT WAR
10) Cut military spending (including the CIA, NSA, HLS etc) except for heavily regulated,
domestic national defense of a country’s own borders. Close all foreign military bases and any
agency who has had or has ongoing rogue operations. Work out a deal between all the nuclear
weaponized countries to start to decommission and scrap all nuclear weapons both large and small
(ie: spent uranium bombs,bullets etc). From 9/11 To Osama Bin Laden's supposed Death,
Congress Spent $3 Trillion In War On Terror
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MANAGE AND STEWART PEOPLE
AND ALLOW NATURE TO HEAL ITSELF

You will have noticed that I have little to no environmental plan. This is because I am of the firm
belief and understanding that the natural world needs no " management" or "stewardship" by us.
We have not the wisdom nor the intelligence and have abused, managed and stewarded our
environment half to death. We need only to stop destroying and start manage and steward
ourselves in the realm of nature. We must quit going to nature for superficial things and realize that
the Nature in its natural and unadulterated form offers us more then we are even able to
comprehend. The natural world will balance itself once the bad boys and girls are contained and
their ignorant, toxic, abrasive and abusive systems are dissolved. The new green paradigm once
awakened will work with these natural systems, not against them.

Thank You!
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